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I. Edward Ullendorff-scholar and teacher
It is a very great honour for me to inaugurate a series of annual lectures on Semitic philology in memory of Edward Ullendorff (1920 Ullendorff ( -2011 . Edward was not only my teacher; he was also my friend.
Since many present at our meeting this evening may not have met Edward personally and know him only from his writings, it seems proper to begin the first of a series of Edward Ullendorff Lectures in Semitic Philology 1 with a few words about the scholar to whose memory the series is dedicated. Thereafter we shall turn to the Semitic languages, the field of study for which Edward cared so deeply and to which he contributed so much.
Edward was born in Berlin in 1920 and attended the Zum Grauen Kloster school in his home city. Already as a schoolboy he was fascinated by Semitic languages and Semitic civilization and began the study of Hebrew, Aramaic and Arabic. In Hebrew he became so proficient that he was able to prepare bar-mitzva candidates to declaim their scriptural portion(s) and by the time he left school he could also speak the language rather well. Equipped with Hebrew speech, in 1938 Edward left a frightening and rapidly darkening Germany for Palestine, then under British mandatary rule. He often said that it was much more the linguistic attraction of a Hebrew-speaking country than the political appeal of Zionism that drew him to Palestine.
1. The appearance of the word "philology" (as opposed to, for example, "linguistics" or "studies") in the title of this lecture series would surely have pleased Edward himself, a philologist par excellence.
Various definitions of "philology" have been offered. One of which I think Edward may have approved is that of the late D.R. Shackleton Bailey, who remarked that philology is simply "looking things up" (R.F. Thomas, "David Roy Shackleton Bailey 1917 -2005 in Proceedings of the British Academy 153 = Biographical Memoirs of Fellows vii, 2008, 20) . For conciseness, practicality and sheer common sense, this definition would be hard to improve upon. For further discussion, with many references, see S. He enrolled to study Semitic languages at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.
Several of his fellow students were to become, like Edward himself, distinguished Semitists, and among his teachers were numbered some of the leading scholars of the 20th century. Among these, Edward had the deepest and most abiding admiration for H.J. Polotsky, whom he regarded as his scholarly mentor and to whom he always generously and proudly acknowledged a huge personal debt. After Polotsky's death in 1991, Edward, in homage to the great scholar to whom he referred as "Maestro", published and annotated Polotsky's letters written to him, mostly in German, over a period of some 40 years.
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The academic tradition of the Hebrew University was at that time distinctly German in character; German scholarship of the finest kind, transplanted to Palestine and taught in Hebrew. This was the tradition that Edward subsequently brought to Britain. The degrees in Semitic languages which he introduced at St. Andrew's, Manchester and London were deliberately modelled upon the Jerusalem syllabus of the 1930s. His classroom methods also reflected this tradition.
Edward was a superb teacher. Beginning with the very first lesson, he always taught from the text. He did not teach formal grammar with his students, but only read texts. Grammatical points were explained as they cropped up in the material being read. In five years of study with him, we never did a single didactic grammatical exercise; we did, however, read a large number of texts. He expected students to learn by themselves the grammar of whatever language was being read. He would tell us what books to consult (and not to consult) and thereafter he took knowledge of their contents pretty much for granted.
The first class I had with him was Amharic. Fresh from school, where things were conducted very differently, the initial shock was quite large. He had informed us beforehand that at the first lesson we would be expected to know the Ethiopian syllabary; he did not want people in class who didn't know the Amharic letters. He had also told us to acquire and bring along a copy of his An Amharic Chrestomathy.
The date of the first class duly arrived. Having in his opening words explained that instruction in Amharic grammar was unnecessary since most of the information is already available elsewhere (he named some of the books), he proceeded to read aloud, dissect and analyse the first sentence of the chrestomathy, isolating every had begun. These are the books we would not, indeed could not, be without. And in the comparative Semitic field, what is there to approach Nöldeke's magnificent Beiträge (1904) and Neue Beiträge (1910) ? Over a century later we still read them with awe and return to them frequently for illumination and inspiration. And what about Brockelmann's Grundriss, published exactly one hundred years ago in 1913? Of course it requires alteration and updating in various places, but what is there to come anywhere near it, let alone replace it? Edward had enormous admiration for the great scholars of the past. Theirs were the books which inspired him, and theirs were the books with which he in turn inspired us, his students.
While Edward was hugely respectful of the past history of Semitic studies, he was profoundly pessimistic of their future. The decline in our universities of serious textual and philological study filled him with despair. Genuine, disinterested learning is becoming a rarity in the modern world, a largely unwanted rarity. It has insufficient "impact factor". Scholars are turning (and being turned) into fund-raising academic managers; their research more and more monitored by boards of internal and external officials, moderators, so-called "peer reviewers" etc., whose job is to assess, approve, quantify, monetize and then market an increasingly devalued product. Scholarship has not benefited from all this bureaucratic interference. Quite the contrary. Edward did not welcome many of the current developments. For example, in Jewish studies, he could not countenance courses taught by professional career academics whose knowledge of Hebrew is inadequate for research purposes and whose familiarity with the scholarly literature limited to what happens to have been written in, or translated into, English.
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He was very saddened by "the demise of the Hebraist" 5 and felt strongly that the golden age of Semitic studies had passed, never to return.
Further information about Edward Ullendorff, the scholar and teacher, will be found in a detailed obituary by four of his former pupils, published in Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the British Academy xii (2013), 404-432. 4 . In this connection Edward would often use M. Cohen's apposite expression "la bien fâcheuse rupture de la chaîne bibliographique".
5. E.U., "The demise of the Hebraist (principally in Britain) ", Scripta Classica Israelitica 15 (1996) , 289-292. Testament" (1962) Having said something in general terms about Edward Ullendorff himself, it is time to say something about his approach to the study of the Semitic languages. On an occasion such as today, it is appropriate to choose material connected to Edward's own interests. Fortunately, since those interests were so wide and covered in one way or another virtually the whole field of Semitics, this is not difficult. I should like to take a cue from two of his writings of which I am particularly fond, one an article, the other a book. The article is "The knowledge of languages in the Old Testament" These two works show, I think, Edward on top form in some of his favourite subjects. He is here at his most typical and at his best; Semitic languages, Semitic philology, Ethiopia and the Bible come together. These studies reveal not only his linguistic mastery of the many sources and his sovereign command of the scholarly literature, but also his easy familiarity with the history of different Semitic civilizations, the technicalities of texts and versions etc.-in other words, the knowledge of everything required to deal seriously with a serious subject.
II. "The knowledge of languages in the Old
They also show his remarkable knack of asking interesting, important questions.
Needless to say, they are also beautifully written. Edward's prose is always a joy to read.
The title of the article "The knowledge of languages in the Old Testament" [pl.
1] contains three items. What is meant by (i) "Old Testament" in this context seems clear enough. But what constitutes (ii) "knowledge" and (iii) "languages" is far harder to define. These are somewhat fluid and elusive concepts. There are many different degrees and modes of "knowledge", and the very notion of "languages" as discreet, definable entities can be problematical. Edward was very interested in such questions; indeed, some of his best known pieces concern precisely these subjects. ultimately unanswerable questions.
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But they are well worth asking. Edward asked them when he wrote about "The knowledge of languages in the Old Testament".
Comparative Semitic philology was born in response to the fact of related Semitic languages. The very existence of Semiticity demands an explanation. When and by whom was it first recognized that the languages we now call "Semitic" were genetically related to one another?
A few hints may be gleaned from the Greek and Latin writings of the early 
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The implication, made explicit by Rashi, is that HebrewAramaic linguistic kinship would ensure that knowledge of the Torah, according to divine plan, would not be lost in exile ( ‫ול‬ ‫מהר‬ ‫מהן‬ ‫תורה‬ ‫תשתכּח‬ ‫א‬ "and the Torah would not be forgotten among them quickly"). Considered, reasoned statements on the subject seem to be very rare. One of these is provided by Ibn Ḥazm (d. 1064), in whose opinion Arabic, Hebrew and Aramaic ("Syriac") had once been a single language that by a natural process of development had since split into three. 
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The term al-muqāraba fī al-nasab ‫אלנסב(‬ ‫פי‬ ‫אלמקארבה̈‬ "affinity of ancestry") is tantamount to saying that Hebrew, Aramaic and Arabic are all derived from Proto-Semitic. Ibn Quraysh did not attempt to identify further the common origin he had deduced from his data. Attempts at reconstructing ProtoSemitic (or parts of it) were not to begin until 1000 years later in the 19th century. To the (Israeli) Hebrew reader of today, Ezekiel's ‫ת‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֖ ֶ ‫ֹד‬ ‫ח‬ ‫הַ‬ presents no problem. To him it is instinctively obvious that it means "to penetrate", along the lines of AV "which entereth", for ‫חד׳׳ר‬ + ‫ל‬ "to penetrate sth." is a common Modern Hebrew verb (iii) Having given one exegetical option based on Aramaic ("which turns") and another on Arabic ("which lurks"), our anonymous author now turns to Hebrew.
Perhaps Hebrew itself will provide a clue? The verb ḥdr ‫חד״ר‬ does not, as we have We see, therefore, that our author uses the possibilities offered by three Semitic languages in order to make sense of the Biblical text. Note that in the wake of ‫ת‬ ֶ ‫ר‬ ֖ ֶ ‫ֹד‬ ‫ח‬ ‫הַ‬ itself all three of his glosses have the shape of a feminine singular active participle of the first verbal stem-it is always good to keep to the Hebrew form as much as possible. some of the early Jewish exegetes strove to do. Again, our glossator offers three interpretations. Let us see how he arrived at them.
Ezekiel 21:20
AV (21:15) "I have set the point of the sword against all their gates".
The first interpretation offered is "enmity", Arabic ‫.ﻋﺪﺍﻭﺓ‬ How was this meaning reached? To understand this we must realize that our author lived before the discovery of the triliteral Semitic root which we in our studies take for granted and according to which our dictionaries are arranged. For him two root consonants were sufficient. His etymological conceptions revolved around the biliteral base. The biliteral base is here provided by the first two consonants of the word ‫ת‬ ַ ‫ח‬ ‫בְ‬ ִ ‫,א‬ viz. ‫א״ב‬ ʾb. Now this is the biliteral base of better attested Hebrew words such as ‫א‬ ‫וֹ‬ ‫ב‬ ‫יֵ‬ and ‫ה‬ ‫יבָ‬ ֵ ‫.א‬ If ‫אויב‬ and ‫איבה‬ contain the biliteral base ʾb and mean "enemy" and "enmity" respectively, then (so the reasoning goes) the same meaning may be assigned to ‫ת‬ ַ ‫ח‬ ‫בְ‬ ִ ‫א‬ as well. Hence the Arabic translation ‫ﻋﺪﺍﻭﺓ‬ "enmity".
(ii) That our glossator's etymological conception really is biliteral is strongly suggested by the second interpretation he offers. The second gloss explains ‫ת‬ ַ ‫ח‬ ‫בְ‬ ִ ‫א‬ as "fright", in Arabic ‫ﻋﺮ‬ ُ ‫.ﺫ‬ This is reached by isolating the biliteral base at the end of the word, viz. ‫ח״ת‬ ḥt. This combination is present in Biblical words such as ‫ית‬ ִ ‫תּ‬ ִ ‫ח‬ "fright". Accordingly, the same meaning may be present in ‫ת‬ ַ ‫ח‬ ‫בְ‬ ִ ‫א‬ too, in which case Arabic ‫ﻋﺮ‬ ُ ‫ﺫ‬ is a very suitable translation-indeed it translates ‫חתּית‬ in other ancient Judaeo-Arabic texts as well. the middle of ‫.אבחת‬ With ʾb and ḥt he reached his interpretations on the basis of Hebrew alone: the beginning of ‫אבחת‬ resembles ‫איבה‬ and may therefore mean "enmity"; the end of ‫אבחת‬ resembles ‫תּית‬ ִ ‫ח‬ and may therefore mean "fright". But with his third proposal, he does not look for other words containing bḥ in Hebrew, but crosses the language boundary and turns to Arabic. There he finds the word ‫ﺇﺑﺎﺣﺔ‬ ʾibāḥa. For us the root of this Arabic word is triliteral bwḥ (IV), but for the author of our glossary the biliteral base bḥ is quite sufficient. The meaning intended is "authorization, license", i.e. free rein (to use the sword).
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The rendering of Hebrew ‫ת‬ ַ ‫ח‬ ‫בְ‬ ִ ‫א‬ by the phonetically similar Arabic ‫ﺇﺑﺎﺣﺔ‬ is extremely interesting. It shows that for our author it is a matter of indifference whether the biliteral base bḥ occurs in a Hebrew or an Arabic word. We may add Aramaic too. To him the distinction is immaterial. What occurs in one Semitic language can for exegetical purposes be transferred to another and the Biblical text thus made to reveal its meaning.
After these early starts in comparative philology, the exploitation of Aramaic and 44. E.g. the hapax legomenon ‫ה‬ ‫נָּ‬ ֶ ‫טּ‬ ַ ‫ח‬ ֲ ‫א‬ Gen. 31:39 is said to be an Arabic word from the root ḥṭṭ "to put". The verbal root ʿrq occurs only twice in the Bible: Job 30:3, 17. Al-Fāsī tells us that the first occurrence means "flee" in accordance with Aramaic ("Targum"), while the second is to be understood "veins" The comparative Semitic method practised by these mediaeval Jewish philologists matches exactly that still used by modern Biblical lexicographers and exegetes. It is described in J. Barr's
Comparative Philology and the Text of the Old Testament (Oxford 1968), of which
Edward wrote a detailed review.
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IV. Ethiopia and the Bible (1968)
Let us now turn to the Bible in Ethiopia, the subject of Edward's 1967 Schweich
Lectures. Ethiopia and the Bible [pl. 2] contains a chapter on Bible translations into
Ethiopian languages. In his treatment of the Bible in Geez Edward was mainly interested in tracing the antecedent stages which resulted in that translation, viz. the identity of the Greek Vorlage from which the Ethiopic version was made, by whom the work was done and when.
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I should like to take a brief look here at the subsequent development of the text and illustrate a point or two from its later history.
The passage I wish to discuss occurs in the story of the pious midwives in the first chapter of Exodus, where in verses 20-21 we read: Reading the Hebrew text, the obvious subject of ‫שׂ‬ ַ/֥ ‫יַּ‬ ‫וַ‬ would seem to be God, and thus the verse is normally understood. But from a formal point of view the subject of the masculine singular verb ‫שׂ‬ ַ/֥ ‫יַּ‬ ‫וַ‬ could equally well be Pharaoh, and indeed according to some mediaeval Jewish exegetes (Rashbam, Tosafists) it was Pharaoh, not God, who made the houses in question. While there is marginal evidence for the singular in Greek too (ἐποίησεν "he made"), the LXX here has the plural "they made": ἐποίησαν ἑαυταῖς οἰκίας. But who made? The plural Greek verb ἐποίησαν may of itself be either masculine or feminine. Theoretically the "people" of the preceding verse could be considered, but the feminine plural reflexive ἑαυταῖς (< ‫ם‬ ֖ ֶ ‫ה‬ ‫לָ‬ [masc.!]) makes it pretty clear that the intended subject of the verb here are the "midwives".
In Dillmann's edition of the Geez translation feminine in the plural of the verb and is therefore able to indicate precisely who is meant. Whereas the Greek ἐποίησαν "they made" is neutral, the Ethiopic ገብራ is explicitly feminine. The last two words ገብራ ፡ አብያተ (without the reflexive pronoun) can only be translated as "they (f. pl.) made houses". Those who made the houses in the Ethiopic version are therefore not God, nor Pharaoh, nor the people, but the midwives. This interpretation is also found in early Jewish sources, namely in the Palestinian Targum tradition.
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Its presence here in Ethiopia raises interesting questions of translation history and channels of exegesis.
However that may be, I am more concerned here with the "houses". In Dillmann's eclectic edition the word is spelled አብያተ as expected, opening with አ alif and followed by ብ b in the sixth order, i.e. abyāta. In the later edition of the Geez text by Boyd (1911) , however, made according to the Paris MS,
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we read here … ወገብራ ፡ ዐቢያተ. Here the midwives are again the subject of "they made", but the "houses" have changed their spelling and are now written with ʿayn ዐ not with alif አ. 51. The variant አብያተ is recorded in the apparatus of ed. Boyd from several MSS.
ብሉይ ፡ ኪዳን ፡ ሰመንቱ ፡ ብሔረ ፡ ኦሪት … በግእዝና ፡ በአማርኛ (ትንሣኤ ፡ ማሳተሚያ ፡ ድርጅት -አዲስ ፡ አበባ ?@ABC ዓ᎐ም).
Note that this version reads ወገብረ "he made" (m. sg.) and includes ሎን "to them" (f. pl.), i.e. the equivalent of the Hebrew ‫להם‬ > ἑαυταῖς; ወገብረ ፡ ሎን is recorded among the variants of both ed. Dillmann ዐቢይ Ꜥabiy(y) "great", which really is spelled with ዐ and ቢ and whose plural is indeed ዐቢያት exactly as we have here.
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One cannot resist the thought that native Ethiopian readers, puzzled by the unexpected "houses", began at some stage to understand this Biblical verse according to the ear rather than the eye, and, seduced by the similarity/homophony of primary abyāt (byt-broken plural of ቤት) and secondary *Ꜥabiy(y)āt > Ꜥabǝyāt > abyāt (Ꜥby-sound fem. plural of ዐቢይ), instinctively took the word in the meaning "great things".
A phonetic accident, viz. the loss of Ꜥayn from the Ethiopian sound system, thus paved the way to a quite new interpretation. This was made all the easier by the context, for the preceding verse 20 states that "God dealt well with the midwives"-surely, then, it was natural that he might reward them with "great things". Once understood as "great things", the spelling followed suit to match the new understanding and አብያተ became ዐቢያተ.
That this is not a mere quirk of orthography, but a genuine exegetical fact, is 54. The Amharic sometimes reflects a Geez original slightly different from that which appears in the opposite column. Our verse is a case in point. Whereas the Geez (similarly to Boyd's edition) ends with a co-ordinate clause "and he did them great things", the Amharic (with Dillmann's Geez text rather than that printed in the parallel column) specifies a causal connection: "and because the midwives feared God, he did them great things". This, however, does not affect the lexical matter at issue here. intention of the the original translator(s) into Geez, who wrote "houses", and the interpretation of the later Ethiopian monks, who understood "great things", are simply not the same. Both may described as "correct", but their correctness is of different kinds.
V. Semitic philology since the 1930s
I should like to approach the end of this talk with a few reflections about changes which have taken place in the study of Semitic languages since Edward was a student, comparing the world of Semitic studies which he came to know in the 1930s with that of today.
We cannot say exactly how many Semitic languages there are, but however we arrive at a number it is quite certain that more of them are known now than when
Edward began his career. New revelations come to light all the time. When Edward was a student, a new Semitic language had just been unearthed and deciphered:
Ugaritic. It was already being taught at the Hebrew University.
Since then we have witnessed the discovery and publication of, for example, the Dead Sea Scrolls, the Bar Kokhba letters, Punic texts in (Greek and) Latin letters is the Hebrew which chance has preserved in the Bible a language in the full sense of the word, i.e. does it contain enough resources to serve as a communicative instrument by means of which daily life could be conducted in a fluent, efficient manner? This is certainly a very good question.
The exiguousness of our ancient sources is of course a serious drawback to progress. This is partially responsible for the (in my view undeserved) reputation that Semitic philology sometimes has of being a rather backward subject. One of Bialik's poems for children has recently been published in a lavish new edition, an illustrated edition which contains a certain major textual amendment.
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This amendment concerns the word ‫לבוס‬ ‫,בֻ‬ which in Bialik's pre-modern Hebrew means "potato". This word has an interesting history. ‫לבוס‬ ‫,בֻ‬ especially the plural ‫,בלבסין‬ occurs as a loanword in old Jewish sources in various botanical senses, some of which derive from Greek/Latin βολβός/bulbus. A related word, бульба bulba etc., is used in Slavic languages in the meaning "potato" and from here it reached Yiddish.
In certain Yiddish dialects búlbe ‫,בולבע‬ pl. búlbes ‫בולבעס‬ is the usual word for "potato".
When in the 19th century haskala Hebrew writers of East European background needed to express "potato" in Hebrew, they adopted the already existing Hebrew ‫ב‬ ) ‫ו‬ ( ‫סובל‬ and attributed to it its Yiddish sense. Bialik thus used it as "potato" in one of his nursery rhymes.
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But ‫לבוס‬ ‫בֻ‬ in this meaning did not survive into Israeli Hebrew, which has a different equivalent for "potato", namely ‫אדמה‬ ‫,תפוח‬ calqued upon 'Erdapfel'. Accordingly, the Israeli child (and parent, and grandparent) of today is unlikely to know the word ‫ב‬ ) ‫ו‬ ( ‫לבוס‬ = "potato", which nobody uses. And so Bialik's poem has now been reissued without it. The verse containing ‫לבוס‬ ‫בֻ‬ has simply been removed, censored out of existence. The new "improved" version, instead of the 13 stanzas which Bialik wrote and which many Israelis grew up with, now has only 12.
Edward did not approve of many of the changes happening today in modern varieties of Hebrew; they jarred on his eye and ear, which were accustomed to the chaste classical norms. [Hebrew]. Volume 5 of the series has appeared in English translation (see above n. 11).
incredulity. Such a thing, it was said, could not possibly be, for Mandaic had died out centuries ago. But this (perfectly reasonable) assumption was actually wrong. Until
Macuch confirmed the existence of vernacular Neo-Mandaic in Iran, identified it and described it, nobody knew for certain that it existed. Today we have texts, grammars, and lexical studies of this unique, critically endangered Semitic language, which in a few years from now is indeed destined to disappear-this time surely forever.
And what did we know fifty years ago about peripheral Arabic dialects spoken in Anatolia, Cyprus, eastern Iran, Afghanistan or central Africa? But for exotic surprises we do not have to go beyond the periphery of the Arabic world; Syria, for example, hitherto assumed to be fairly well known territory, has recently produced some quite extraordinary forms of spoken Arabic, the existence of which was totally unsuspected.
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We are reminded yet again that "Arabic" is but a blanket term for a whole world of different dialects and languages, some of them hardly known.
Similarly, within what is conveniently lumped together as "Neo-Aramaic" the variety is so remarkable and the cleavages so deep that the general term "Neo-Aramaic", though genetically correct, gives a quite wrong impression, for it implies an overall group similarity which is hardly there. By any criteria, we have to do here with different Neo-Aramaic languages separated geographically and confessionally, not might be imagined as "Neo-Ṣayhadic".
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That such claims may turn out to have been a little over-enthusiastic is quite beside the point here; the important lesson to be learned is that new varieties of Semitic speech are waiting to be discovered and that the number of variations on the Semitic theme is increasing all the time. 
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The wealth of Neo-Semitic data which we possess today seems to me to present a challenge more formidable than anything that Semitic philology has faced in the 78. When we add more distant data from the Hamito-Semitic macro-family, the challenge, of course, becomes incomparably greater. How Semitic fits into the wider picture of the "halbsemitisch"
(Hommel), "nicht semitisch aber semitischartig" (Praetorius) Afroasiatic languages still seems extremely obscure.
E.U.'s views on Ethiopian Neo-Semitic have been summarized by S. Hopkins in Semitic Studies in
Honour of Edward Ullendorff, 69-72.
80. This geographical method of incorporating Akkadian is that still generally accepted today. Another approach was to divide the Semitic family chronologically into an older and a younger layer, Akkadian and Hebrew belonging to the former, the remaining Semitic languages to the latter. This is the model
The incorporation of the full range of synchronic Neo-Semitic facts into an overall diachronic framework of Semitic linguistic history will necessarily cause much disruption to present conceptions. It will not be enough just to add the new flood of data as incidental appendices to a pre-existing structure, or as footnotes to a traditional narrative which they may not fit. How the marriage of Old Semitic and Neo-Semitic can be effected in a single, satisfying, overall synthesis is not at all clear.
We still lack the tools to do it. Perhaps it cannot be done at all.
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But leaving aside the architecture of the grand Semitic building of the future, there is meanwhile plenty to be done in the more modest task of preparing the bricks.
Before attempting an overall synthesis we should sort out some of the details. Classical Semitic, by providing historically older forms, can show us the key to the origins of processes which we find in the later languages; in turn, Neo-Semitic can provide valuable parallels to puzzling features in the older Semitic languages which for want of information we can grasp only incompletely. 
